Prp22 and Spliceosome Components Regulate Chromatin Dynamics in Germ-Line Polyploid Cells
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Abstract

During \textit{Drosophila} oogenesis, the endopolyploid nuclei of germ-line nurse cells undergo a dramatic shift in morphology as oogenesis progresses; the easily-visible chromosomes are initially polytenic during the early stages of oogenesis before they transiently condense into a distinct ‘5-blob’ configuration, with subsequent dispersal into a diffuse state. Mutations in many genes, with diverse cellular functions, can affect the ability of nurse cells to fully decondense their chromatin, resulting in a ‘5-blob arrest’ phenotype that is maintained throughout the later stages of oogenesis. However, the mechanisms and significance of nurse-cell (NC) chromatin dispersal remain poorly understood. Here, we report that a screen for modifiers of the 5-blob phenotype in the germ line isolated the spliceosomal gene \textit{peanuts}, the \textit{Drosophila} \textit{Prp22}. We demonstrate that reduction of spliceosomal activity through loss of \textit{peanuts} promotes decondensation defects in NC nuclei during mid-oogenesis. We also show that the \textit{Prp38} spliceosomal protein accumulates in the nucleoplasm of nurse cells with impaired \textit{peanuts} function, suggesting that spliceosomal recycling is impaired. Finally, we reveal that loss of additional spliceosomal proteins impairs the full decondensation of NC chromatin during later stages of oogenesis, suggesting that individual spliceosomal subcomplexes modulate expression of the distinct subset of genes that are required for correct morphology in endopolyploid nurse cells.

Introduction

In the cell, spatiotemporal control of gene expression is crucial for cell-fate determination, maintenance of cell identity, and homeostasis. One of the most important ways in which the cell achieves these aims is through condensation and decondensation of chromosomes at the local and global levels through epigenetic processes. Previous research has uncovered multiple instances in which global chromosome condensation/decondensation is important in developmental contexts. For example, efficient cell migration requires a high level of global chromosome condensation through accumulation of repressive histone marks [1]. Studies have also shown that global decondensation of sperm and oocyte nuclei is an important factor for fertility [2]. Defects in the \textit{microcephalin} (\textit{MCPH1}) gene or its binding partner, \textit{SET}, \textit{nuclear oncogene}, promote precocious chromosomal condensation, which is thought to be the key defect leading to microcephaly (reduction in human brain size); in cell culture, simultaneous knockdown of condensin II and \textit{SET} alleviated the precocious chromosomal condensation defect [3]. Last, comparative studies between normal cells and cancerous cells illustrate distinct differences in higher-order spatial organization of chromosomes, implying that defective organization of chromatin may activate ectopic expression of genes that may contribute to tumorigenesis [4–8].

During \textit{Drosophila} oogenesis, a series of coordinated events and signal transduction pathways in somatic and germ-line cells prepare the oocyte for maturation and fertilization prior to the onset of embryogenesis. In each \textit{Drosophila} egg chamber, sixteen germ cells (fifteen nurse cells and one oocyte) are encapsulated by an epithelial layer of somatic follicle cells. Whereas both somatic and germ-line cell lineages are instrumental in establishing and maintaining cell polarity in the oocyte [9–11], the primary roles of nurse cells are the production and synthesis of RNAs and proteins required for oocyte development, and deposition of maternal reserves needed during early embryogenesis before zygotic transcription is activated [12]. Once cell-fate identity in the germ line is established, prior to the egg chamber budding from the germarium, the nurse cells enter a variant developmental cycle known as the endocycle, in which mitosis is blocked and DNA is endoreplicated once every cycle [13]. Intriguingly, the major chromosomal arms of NC nuclei remain in a compact, semi-disordered polytenic form, until activation of condensin II complex disassembles the polytenic chromosomes [14] and promotes condensation of the NC chromatin into a 5-blob state (one blob for each major chromosomal arm – X, 2L, 2R, 3L, and 3R). From stage 6 onwards, the NC chromosomes no longer contain visible structures, instead dispersing into a non-random, diffuse state.
which is reminiscent of formation of chromosomal territories within the nucleus during mitotic interphase [15].

The mechanism and significance of nurse-cell chromatin dispersal (NCCD) is elusive and poorly understood. NCCD may facilitate an increase in rapid ribosome synthesis [13], because NC nuclei (the sites of ribosome biogenesis) are found in regions of the nucleoplasm devoid of chromatin. Thus, the nucleoli also displays a dynamic re-distribution contingent on NCCD [16]. Although it is still unknown whether ribosomal activity increases after NCCD, recent studies suggest that failure to disperse NC chromatin does not affect processing of rRNA intermediates required for nucleolar formation [16]. A multitude of genes involved in different processes that affect NCCD, including factors such as pU68, Squid, and Hrb27C, were also previously implicated in splicing in *Drosophila* [17,18]. However, in the *Drosophila* germ line, the effects of these proteins on splicing were limited to studies of expression of Ovarian Tumor (Otu), a protein with obscure function that is required for female gamete development and germ-line chromosome organization [19,20]; unexpectedly, the hnRNP Squid does not affect the alternative splicing of *otu*, but is required for expression of Otu protein. In addition, the hnRNP protein Hrb27C does not affect alternative splicing of the germ-line gene *oskar*, but is required for translational regulation [21]. The alternative splicing factor PUI68 directly affects *otu* splicing in the germ line; however, it has also been implicated in transcriptional regulation of other genes, independent of splicing [22]. Since all three of these genes involved in NCCD are involved in multiple developmental processes, the contribution of splicesomal activity for NCCD remains obscure.

Here, we report the isolation of the *Drosophila* splicesomal gene Prp22, also known as *peanuts* (*pea*), from a modifier screen for enhancers/suppressors of the 5-blob phenotype in nurse-cell nuclei. As the *Drosophila* homolog of the yeast Prp22p ATP-dependent DEAH-box helicase, *pea* may also mediate several levels of splicesomal activity that affect downstream nuclear export of the spliced RNA to the cytosol [23–27]. In yeast, defects in Prp22p lead to splicing aberrations through defects in unwinding spliced RNA from the splicesome, which are ameliorated by mutations in Prp8p that weaken the bonds between the splicesome [28] and the RNA [26]. To determine whether loss of *pea* function in the *Drosophila* germ line recapitulates chromatin defects seen in loss of splicing factors, we performed mosaic germ-line clonal analysis of a null *pea* mutation in *Drosophila* oogenesis, and observed the presence of NC chromatin defects in *pea*-null NC nuclei. Knockdown of Pea expression in the germ line with RNAi produces similar defect, and mislocalization of the splicesome in *pea*-null clones suggests that loss of proper splicesome activity results in NCCD failure. RNAi knockdown of small nuclear ribonucleoprotein complexes (snRNPs) that are part of the splicesome also produce NC chromatin defects in mid-oogenesis, similar to those seen in later-stage *pea* mosaic germ-line clones. Therefore, we conclude that robust splicesomal activity is essential for complete decondensation of NC nuclei into a diffuse state.

**Materials and Methods**

**Fly Stocks**

The following fly stocks were obtained from Bloomington: *y*¹ *w*¹ *otu¹*; *v*¹ *f* / FM3; P(PZ2)Nup154¹ 3ʹ 5ʹ/CyO; P(A92)pea¹ / CyO; *v*¹ *otu²*; P[snRNA:U1:82EbKG00155]; P[TRIP.HMS00525]attP2 (snRNP-U1-70K); *v*¹ *sc¹* *v*¹; P[TRIP.HMS00528]attP2 (peanuts); *v*¹ *sc¹* *v*¹; P[TRIP.HMS00652]attP2 (Pea); *v*¹ *sc¹* *v*¹; P[TRIP.HMS00442]attP2 (Prp19); *v*¹ *sc¹* *v*¹; P[TRIP.HMS00442]attP2 (idF4A46); *v*¹ *sc¹* *v*¹; P[TRIP.HMS00361]attP2 (SmD3); *v*¹ *sc¹* *v*¹; P[TRIP.HMS00535]attP2 (U2A). The hsFLP; FRT42D, hRFP/ CyO stock was a kind gift from J Schleede/LM Stevens. The *peanuts* cDNA clone F103576 was obtained from DGRC, cloned into a pUASP vector tagged with enhanced GFP at the amino terminus, and transformed into flies.

**Generation of mosaic clones by the FLP-FRT technique**

Fly crosses and rearing were performed under standard conditions [29]. The FLP-FRT system was used to induce mitotic recombination and produce clones in the ovary through the heat-shock flipase (hsFLP) on the X chromosome. To obtain whole *pea⁰* germ-line clones, second- and third-instar larvae were heat-shocked for 2 hours on two consecutive days at 37°C; the larvae were then reared at 25°C for eight days, sorted, and moved to fresh vials with yeast for two additional days before dissection [30]. For generation of *pea⁰* mosaic germ-line clones, the half-clone protocol [31] was modified as follows: second and third-level instar larvae were heat-shocked at 37°C for one hour every day until dissection, in order to circumvent the extreme lethality of the *pea* null mutation. Clones were marked by the absence of histone-RFP.

**Immunocytochemistry**

Immunocytochemistry was performed under standard conditions [32]. The antibodies used were rabbit anti-Stauken at 1:500 dilution (Daniel St Johnston), mouse anti-Gurken at 1:20 dilution (Developmental Hybridoma Studies Bank - University of Iowa, Department of Biology, 028 Biology Building East, Iowa City, Iowa, 52242–1324), mouse anti-Fibrillarin 38F3 at 1:500 dilution (Abcam, Inc., Cambridge, MA, USA), NSL3 antibody at 1:500 (kind gift from Afsa Akhtar), and the rabbit anti-Prp38 N antibody at 1:125 (kind gift from Dr. Nicholas Tapon), diluted in Can Get Signal Immunostain B (Toyobo USA, Inc., 1540 Broadway, Suite 2530 New York, N.Y.10036, USA). Secondary antibodies used were Alexa Fluor 488 and 546 fluorescein-conjugated antibodies; DAPI was used to stain the nuclei of all cells.

**Confocal microscopy and image analysis**

Egg chamber images were acquired with a Zeiss LSM 510 confocal and assembled with Photoshop.

**Imprecise excision of *pea* P-element insertion**

Homozygous *pea* females were crossed to the Be¹Δ2-3, CyO transposase stock, and third-instar larvae were screened for the presence of the Be marker and discarded. Males with red/white mosaic eyes were then crossed to *Nup154¹ 3ʹ/CyO* females to create progeny of individual males with rosy background and rosy colored eyes indicating P-element hopout. Then individual males were backcrossed with the *Nup154¹ 3ʹ/CyO* flies to balance a stock for individual mobilization events and assayed for viability.

**Sequencing of Imprecise *pea* Mutations**

Genomic DNA from *pea* mutant lines was isolated using the Invitrogen PureLink Genomic DNA Purification Kit and amplified using *pea* reverse primer 5ʹ-TGGATGCG- CAAATGTTGTTGTC-3ʹ and *redl* reverse primer 5ʹ-CAT- TAGCTCTATAGCAGCGGTCTC-3ʹ, and sequenced with both primers (except for C89 which was amplified with *pea* reverse primer 5ʹ-CAGCGGTCTC-3ʹ).
primer 5'-CAGTGGGTCTATCCAGTCTCT-3' and redl reverse primer 5'-CTTGGCGACTACCTCATCAT-3', and sequenced with pea reverse primer 5'-CAATATGCTATC/TGCGGA-3').

Results

Identification of an as a spliceosomal protein that affects NC chromatin dynamics

During stages 4-6 of oogenesis, the endocycling nurse cells undergo transient condensation of chromatin from a visual polytenic state to a dispersed, polytene-polyploid form (Fig. 1). Previous studies of mutations in genes that affect both NCCD and cell polarity in the oocyte suggested that chromatin dispersal may be required for correct oocyte polarity but could alternatively affect both processes independently of each other. In order to directly test the role of NCCD in oocyte polarity, we used a mutation in Otto which is haploinsufficient for NCCD [33]. The otu13 mutation confers sterility to females in the homozygous state; in the heterozygous state, females are fertile, but the egg chambers are completely penetrant for NCCD failure and remain stuck in the 5-blob configuration (we refer to this persistent 5-blob configuration as the 5-blob phenotype). We then stained otu13/+ heterozygous stage-9 egg chambers with Stufen and Gurken antibodies to assay the anteroposterior/dorsoventral (AP/DV) axis polarities of the oocytes (Fig. S1); we did not detect any defects in expression or localization of these polarity determinants. We also successfully rescued the NCCD defects of otu13/+ heterozygous egg chambers with inclusion of an isofrom-specific otu-104 transgene (Fig. S1E) [33]. Therefore, we conclude that NCCD itself is not crucial for oocyte polarization, and that NCCD defects in otu13/+ heterozygote egg chambers are solely due to a reduction in otu function.

In an effort to find genes that are required for NCCD, we performed an F1 deficiency screen for modifiers (suppressors/enhancers) of the otu13/+ 5-blob phenotype, using DAPI to stain the nuclei. By crossing otu13/+ heterozygous females with deletion stocks uncovering many loci at once, any deletion that allowed NC dispersal (suppression) or hypercondensed NC nuclei formation (enhancer) could identify additional genes required for NCCD. Surprisingly, approximately half of the 208 deletions that we screened exhibited significantly strong enhancement of the otu13/+ 5-blob phenotype. To determine whether this screen was valid in uncovering new loci involved in NCCD, we focused on a deficiency line known as Df(2R)Exel7130, which yields later-stage egg chambers with moderately consistent 5-blob enhancement of NC nuclei. In order to detect subtle differences in NC nuclei which may not be immediately apparent solely by DAPI staining, we also used fibrillarin as a counterstain to visualize the nucleus (Fig. 2). Fibrillarin is a ribosomal RNA (rRNA) methyltransferase that is located exclusively in the nucleus [34]; in the wild-type germ line, the nucleolus is concentrated in a small area within a polytenic nucleus (stages 2–4; Fig. 2A), globular in the 5-blob configuration (stages 4–5; Fig. 2A'), and dispersed along with the NC nuclei (stages 6 and onwards; Fig. 2A). In otu13/+ heterozygous egg chambers, the nucleoli and the NC nuclei fail to disperse at stage 6 (Fig. 2B), with the NC chromatin retaining the 5-blob phenotype. In stage-9 wild-type egg chambers, the nucleoli remains reticulated throughout the NC nuclei during stages 8–10 (Fig 3A); however, in otu13/+ stage-9 egg chambers, the nucleoli is overall moderately-reticulated and more embelished on the outer edges of the NC nuclei (Fig. 3B). In contrast, otu13/+; Df(2R)Exel7130/+ stage-9 egg chambers display enhanced NC chromatin defects and less-reticulated nucleoli (Fig 3C-C').

Based on this result, we performed a secondary screen of available P-element mutations in genes uncovered by the deficiency. We successfully isolated a mutation in an allele of pea, pea1, as an enhancer of the otu13/+ 5-blob phenotype. otu13/+; pea1/+ stage-9 NC nuclei also appear to be more condensed with less-reticulated nucleoli in comparison to otu13/+ controls (Fig. 3D-D'), suggesting that a lower dosage of pea function reverts NC nuclei from a 5-blob configuration to a more polytenic-like state.

The pea1 allele was first characterized in a screen for P-element-induced mutations that affected spermatogenesis in male flies, in which the P(A92) element was used to hop in randomly across the genome [35]. Since then, no further research has surfaced on the effects of pea loss-of-function (LOF) in spermatogenesis; however, because the sequences of pea homologs are highly conserved, it is likely that pea can perform similar functions in modulating spliceosomal activity in Drosophila. The pea1/Cyo stock also contained viable homozygous adults, in which the NC chromatin of mutant egg chambers dispersed normally (data not shown). In previous sequencing data deposited into Flybase, the P(A92) element was reported to be inserted into the 5'-UTR (untranslated region) of pea as well as the 5'UTR of a neighboring gene Redl coding in the opposite direction of pea. However, our sequencing reveals that the P(A92) P-element was inserted into the pea 5'-UTR 17 base pairs upstream of the pea transcriptional start site and did not affect the Redl 5'-UTR. Imprecise excision of this P-element yielded a single line (pea1CO) with a 746-bp deletion that removes part of the 5'-UTR, the transcriptional start site, and some of the coding sequence of pea, creating a genetic null (Fig. 4). The deletion is lethal when homozygous (in contrast to pea1 hypomorphs); so we recombined the pea1 mutation onto an FRT
Genetic ablation of Rcd1/NSL3 expression.

In order to confirm that the deletion in the pea allele did not affect Rcd1/NSL3 expression, we created mosaic germ-line clones using a modified version of the heat-shock FLP-FRT protocol [31] which resulted in seven or eight nurse cells being null for pea function, while allowing normal Pea expression in wild-type sibling nurse cells. With this procedure, heterogeneous nurse cells (hRFP-positive) serve as an internal control for antibody staining of nuclear proteins in NC nuclei without pea function. We stained pea mosaic germ-line clones with an antibody against Rcd1/NSL3 [36]. All follicle-cell and germ-line nuclei were positive for Rcd1/NSL3 expression in wild-type ovariole (Fig. S2A). pea mutant nurse cells (no histone-RFP; Fig. S2B) frequently arrested egg chambers at stages 4–5 (Fig. 4D-D0) and failed to disperse their NC chromatin with incompletely-reticulated nucleoli, supporting our conclusion that Pea expression is required before and after egg-chamber formation for NCCD to occur. Since other putative homologs of pea have been implicated in spliceosomal processes, we stained pea mosaic germ-line clones with an antibody against Ppr38 to visualize the levels and proper arrangement of the nuclei into chromosomal territories (Fig. S3). We also used RNAi knockdown of pea expression in the germ line to determine whether RNAi knockdown caused defects in NC morphologies similar to the genetic null. We drove down pea expression by combining the matub-GAL4 driver [37] with the UASp-peaRNAi VALIUM20 line, in which the zTub67C promoter expresses GAL4 maternally after the formation of the 16-cell cyst, but is low or absent in earlier regions of the germarium (Fig. S4). Knockdown of pea function with the matub-GAL4 drivers frequently arrested egg chambers at stages 4–5 (Fig. 4D-D0), as shown by the lack of globular nucleolar dispersal. Occasionally, UASp-peaRNAi egg chambers progressed into later stages (Fig. 4E-E0) and failed to disperse their NC chromatin with incompletely-reticulated nucleoli, supporting our conclusion that Pea expression is required before and after egg-chamber formation for NCCD to occur.

Generation of whole germ-line clones with the pea allele is not feasible for studying the effects of pea LOF on NCCD because whole germ-line clones (no histone RFP; n = 23) arrest during stages 2–3 of oogenesis (compare Fig. 5A-A’ with Fig. 5B-B’). Closer examination of the whole germ-line clone within the dashed box (Fig. 5C-C’) shows that the NC nuclei are polytenic with an intact nucleolus. In contrast, egg chambers mosaic for pea function in the germ line develop further in oogenesis, with a very high penetrance (n = 49/52; 94.2%) of NCCD failure and occasional growth defects from stage 6-10 of oogenesis, in contrast to wild-type egg chambers (n = 3/207; 1.5%). In addition, later-stage mosaic germ-line clones display various novel NC chromatin phenotypes (granular and/or prominent interchromatin spaces), distinct from the transiently-condensed 5-blob phenotype which suggests that pea function is required after NCCD to facilitate proper arrangement of the nuclei into chromosomal territories (Fig. S5). We also used RNAi knockdown of pea expression in the germ line to determine whether RNAi knockdown caused defects in NC morphologies similar to the genetic null. We drove down pea expression by combining the matub-GAL4 driver [37] with the UASp-peaRNAi VALIUM20 line, in which the zTub67C promoter expresses GAL4 maternally after the formation of the 16-cell cyst, but is low or absent in earlier regions of the germarium (Fig. S4). Knockdown of pea function with the matub-GAL4 drivers frequently arrested egg chambers at stages 4–5 (Fig. 4D-D0), as shown by the lack of globular nucleolar dispersal. Occasionally, UASp-peaRNAi egg chambers progressed into later stages (Fig. 4E-E0) and failed to disperse their NC chromatin with incompletely-reticulated nucleoli, supporting our conclusion that Pea expression is required before and after egg-chamber formation for NCCD to occur.

Since other putative homologs of pea have been implicated in spliceosomal processes, we stained pea mosaic germ-line clones with an antibody against Ppr38 to visualize the levels and localization of the spliceosome within the same egg chamber. Ppr38 is an essential spliceosomal protein that is dispensable for spliceosomal assembly but required for catalytic activation of the assembled spliceosome by release of the U4 snRNP [38,39]. Characterization of Drosophila Ppr38 indicates a largely conserved function in which Ppr38 associates in complex with several components of the U5 snRNP (such as Prp8), the Prp19 complex, and several other splicing factors such as Hrb87F, Hrb98DE, and MFAP1, congruent with its role in activation of the spliceosome [38]. Ppr38 expression in a wild-type ovariole is nuclear (Fig. S5A-A’), and transient enhancement of Ppr38 staining is occasionally detected between chromosome arms of polytenic and 5-blob NC nuclei (Fig. S5A’; inlay). In order to detect any putative changes in the...
Prp38 expression/localization in NC nuclei with loss of pea function, we compared Prp38 staining in hRFP-positive nurse cells (as an internal control) with Prp38 staining of pea-null NC nuclei (hRFP-negative). Coincident with NCCD failure, Prp38 localization in peaC89 mosaic germ-line clones is altered, such that the Prp38 signal accumulates largely in between the NC chromatin, although it is also detected on a portion of the chromosomal arms (compare arrow to arrowhead; Fig. 6A-A0). In later-stage egg chambers, Prp38 expression in wild-type NC nuclei remains homogenous while pea-null nurse cells retain the 5-blob configuration and altered localization (Fig. 6B-B0). Some irregularities in the shape and morphology of hRFP-positive nurse cells were detected in later-stage mosaic germ-line clones (Fig. 6B and Fig. S2); while we cannot rule out the possibility of pea-null NC nuclei affecting the morphology of heterozygous siblings through lack of putative cytoplasmic factors (or other factors such as cellular stress), the persistence of Prp38 altered localization in Fig. 6 demonstrates that spliceosome dynamics are impaired in peaC89 mosaic germ-line clones, which promotes 5-blob dispersal failure.

Next, we wished to determine whether we could rescue the NC chromatin defects by overexpression of Peanuts in the background of mosaic pea-null germ-line clones. Overexpression of a GFP-tagged pea transgene with the matut-GAL4 driver starts at stage 2 of oogenesis (after budding from the germarium), and is ubiquitous function, we compared Prp38 staining in hRFP-positive nurse cells (as an internal control) with Prp38 staining of pea-null NC nuclei (hRFP-negative). Coincident with NCCD failure, Prp38 localization in peaC89 mosaic germ-line clones is altered, such that the Prp38 signal accumulates largely in between the NC chromatin, although it is also detected on a portion of the chromosomal arms (compare arrow to arrowhead; Fig. 6A-A0). In later-stage egg chambers, Prp38 expression in wild-type NC nuclei remains homogenous while pea-null nurse cells retain the 5-blob configuration and altered localization (Fig. 6B-B0). Some irregularities in the shape and morphology of hRFP-positive nurse cells were detected in later-stage mosaic germ-line clones (Fig. 6B and Fig. S2); while we cannot rule out the possibility of pea-null NC nuclei affecting the morphology of heterozygous siblings through lack of putative cytoplasmic factors (or other factors such as cellular stress), the persistence of Prp38 altered localization in Fig. 6 demonstrates that spliceosome dynamics are impaired in peaC89 mosaic germ-line clones, which promotes 5-blob dispersal failure.

Next, we wished to determine whether we could rescue the NC chromatin defects by overexpression of Peanuts in the background of mosaic pea-null germ-line clones. Overexpression of a GFP-tagged pea transgene with the matut-GAL4 driver starts at stage 2 of oogenesis (after budding from the germarium), and is ubiquitous function, we compared Prp38 staining in hRFP-positive nurse cells (as an internal control) with Prp38 staining of pea-null NC nuclei (hRFP-negative). Coincident with NCCD failure, Prp38 localization in peaC89 mosaic germ-line clones is altered, such that the Prp38 signal accumulates largely in between the NC chromatin, although it is also detected on a portion of the chromosomal arms (compare arrow to arrowhead; Fig. 6A-A0). In later-stage egg chambers, Prp38 expression in wild-type NC nuclei remains homogenous while pea-null nurse cells retain the 5-blob configuration and altered localization (Fig. 6B-B0). Some irregularities in the shape and morphology of hRFP-positive nurse cells were detected in later-stage mosaic germ-line clones (Fig. 6B and Fig. S2); while we cannot rule out the possibility of pea-null NC nuclei affecting the morphology of heterozygous siblings through lack of putative cytoplasmic factors (or other factors such as cellular stress), the persistence of Prp38 altered localization in Fig. 6 demonstrates that spliceosome dynamics are impaired in peaC89 mosaic germ-line clones, which promotes 5-blob dispersal failure.

Next, we wished to determine whether we could rescue the NC chromatin defects by overexpression of Peanuts in the background of mosaic pea-null germ-line clones. Overexpression of a GFP-tagged pea transgene with the matut-GAL4 driver starts at stage 2 of oogenesis (after budding from the germarium), and is ubiquitous function, we compared Prp38 staining in hRFP-positive nurse cells (as an internal control) with Prp38 staining of pea-null NC nuclei (hRFP-negative). Coincident with NCCD failure, Prp38 localization in peaC89 mosaic germ-line clones is altered, such that the Prp38 signal accumulates largely in between the NC chromatin, although it is also detected on a portion of the chromosomal arms (compare arrow to arrowhead; Fig. 6A-A0). In later-stage egg chambers, Prp38 expression in wild-type NC nuclei remains homogenous while pea-null nurse cells retain the 5-blob configuration and altered localization (Fig. 6B-B0). Some irregularities in the shape and morphology of hRFP-positive nurse cells were detected in later-stage mosaic germ-line clones (Fig. 6B and Fig. S2); while we cannot rule out the possibility of pea-null NC nuclei affecting the morphology of heterozygous siblings through lack of putative cytoplasmic factors (or other factors such as cellular stress), the persistence of Prp38 altered localization in Fig. 6 demonstrates that spliceosome dynamics are impaired in peaC89 mosaic germ-line clones, which promotes 5-blob dispersal failure.

Next, we wished to determine whether we could rescue the NC chromatin defects by overexpression of Peanuts in the background of mosaic pea-null germ-line clones. Overexpression of a GFP-tagged pea transgene with the matut-GAL4 driver starts at stage 2 of oogenesis (after budding from the germarium), and is ubiquitous function, we compared Prp38 staining in hRFP-positive nurse cells (as an internal control) with Prp38 staining of pea-null NC nuclei (hRFP-negative). Coincident with NCCD failure, Prp38 localization in peaC89 mosaic germ-line clones is altered, such that the Prp38 signal accumulates largely in between the NC chromatin, although it is also detected on a portion of the chromosomal arms (compare arrow to arrowhead; Fig. 6A-A0). In later-stage egg chambers, Prp38 expression in wild-type NC nuclei remains homogenous while pea-null nurse cells retain the 5-blob configuration and altered localization (Fig. 6B-B0). Some irregularities in the shape and morphology of hRFP-positive nurse cells were detected in later-stage mosaic germ-line clones (Fig. 6B and Fig. S2); while we cannot rule out the possibility of pea-null NC nuclei affecting the morphology of heterozygous siblings through lack of putative cytoplasmic factors (or other factors such as cellular stress), the persistence of Prp38 altered localization in Fig. 6 demonstrates that spliceosome dynamics are impaired in peaC89 mosaic germ-line clones, which promotes 5-blob dispersal failure.

Next, we wished to determine whether we could rescue the NC chromatin defects by overexpression of Peanuts in the background of mosaic pea-null germ-line clones. Overexpression of a GFP-tagged pea transgene with the matut-GAL4 driver starts at stage 2 of oogenesis (after budding from the germarium), and is ubiquitous function, we compared Prp38 staining in hRFP-positive nurse cells (as an internal control) with Prp38 staining of pea-null NC nuclei (hRFP-negative). Coincident with NCCD failure, Prp38 localization in peaC89 mosaic germ-line clones is altered, such that the Prp38 signal accumulates largely in between the NC chromatin, although it is also detected on a portion of the chromosomal arms (compare arrow to arrowhead; Fig. 6A-A0). In later-stage egg chambers, Prp38 expression in wild-type NC nuclei remains homogenous while pea-null nurse cells retain the 5-blob configuration and altered localization (Fig. 6B-B0). Some irregularities in the shape and morphology of hRFP-positive nurse cells were detected in later-stage mosaic germ-line clones (Fig. 6B and Fig. S2); while we cannot rule out the possibility of pea-null NC nuclei affecting the morphology of heterozygous siblings through lack of putative cytoplasmic factors (or other factors such as cellular stress), the persistence of Prp38 altered localization in Fig. 6 demonstrates that spliceosome dynamics are impaired in peaC89 mosaic germ-line clones, which promotes 5-blob dispersal failure.
in the cytoplasm and NC nuclei of the female germline throughout oogenesis (Fig. 7A-A'). Surprisingly, we did not observe transgenic Pea-GFP expression in multiple peaC89 whole germ-line clones (n = 10); peaC89 whole germ-line clones are still arrested at stage 3 in ovarioles that are overexpressing PeaGFP in the germline (Fig. 7B-B'); peaC89 mutant germ-line clones (detected by loss of the histone-RFP marker) invariably arrest at approximately stage 2 of oogenesis, as seen by a severely compact nucleolus (Fibrillarin; green). (C-C') Closeup of the arrested egg chamber reveals a nucleolus (Fibrillarin; green) surrounded by visible polytenic NC nuclei (DAPI; blue). (D-D') Knockdown of Pea expression outside of the germarium causes frequent arrest during stages 4-5. (E-E') Stage-8 pea-RNAi egg-chamber with NCCD failure.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0079048.g005

Figure 5. Whole peaC89 germ-line clones arrest at early stages of Drosophila oogenesis. (A-A') In wild-type ovarioles, NC nuclei (DAPI; blue) and the nucleolus (Prp38; green) both undergo a transformation from a polytenic chromatin state (compact nucleolus) into a transient condensed phase (partial dispersal of the nucleolus), before a final dispersed state of both NC chromatin and nucleoli. (B-B') peaC89 mutant germ-line clones (detected by loss of the histone-RFP marker) invariably arrest at approximately stage 2 of oogenesis, as seen by a severely compact nucleolus (Fibrillarin; green). (C-C') Closeup of the arrested egg chamber reveals a nucleolus (Fibrillarin; green) surrounded by visible polytenic NC nuclei (DAPI; blue). (D-D') Knockdown of Pea expression outside of the germarium causes frequent arrest during stages 4-5. (E-E') Stage-8 pea-RNAi egg-chamber with NCCD failure.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0079048.g005

in the cytoplasm and NC nuclei of the female germline throughout oogenesis (Fig. 7A-A'). Surprisingly, we did not observe transgenic Pea-GFP expression in multiple peaC89 whole germ-line clones (n = 10); peaC89 whole germ-line clones are still arrested at stage 3 in ovarioles that are overexpressing PeaGFP in the germline (Fig. 7B-B'); compare arrow with arrowhead). Since the matub-GAL4 driver is active from stage 2 of oogenesis and onwards (Fig. S4B-B'), this implies that complete knockdown of pea function in NC nuclei in the gerarium may induce cell differentiation defects and/or global inhibition of transcription, which then prevents transgene expression. While the inability to perform rescue of peaC89 germ-line clones precludes us from definitively connecting the phenotypes seen to complete loss of pea function, the advent of similar phenotypes in RNAi knockdown of pea in the germline supports our hypothesis that pea is required for proper NC chromatin dynamics and spliceosome activity.
Different NC chromatin defects are correlated with loss of different spliceosomal proteins

Since knockdown of pea expression outside of the germarium results in 5-blob dispersal failure, we tested multiple RNAi lines of other spliceosomal proteins to determine whether 5-blob dispersal failure is a consequence of reduction in general spliceosomal activity. RNAi knockdown of SmD3, a Sm core component assembled into U snRNPs for spliceosomal function [40,41] with the matub-GAL4 driver results in developmental arrest and degeneration of egg chambers by stage 5, similar to Pea knockdown, which provides further evidence that spliceosome function is required for NCCD and oogenesis progression (Fig. S6A-A'). Downregulation of eIF4AIII, a component of the exon-exon junction complex deposited onto spliced RNA [42], produces later-stage egg chambers with NCCD failure (Fig. S6B-B'). The exon-exon junction complex has previously been shown to assemble on spliced mRNA and promote nuclear export; in addition, there is also evidence that the exon-exon junction complex is directly involved in the splicing of heterochromatic transcripts with large introns [43–46]. The retention of the 5-blob

Figure 6. NC nuclei null for peanuts function display altered spliceosome localization. (A-A') Wild-type NC nuclei (marked with histone-RFP, [+]) undergoing dispersal display homogenous Prp38 staining, while pea<sup>−/−</sup> mutant NC nuclei (no histone-RFP, [-]) retain Prp38 localization (green) in interchromatin spaces and a subset of NC chromatin (compare arrow and arrowhead, respectively). Earlier adjacent egg chamber displays wild-type polytene NC nuclei with homogenous Prp38 staining (marked with histone-RFP, [+]). (B-B') In a stage-7 egg chamber, pea-null mutant NC nuclei (arrowhead) remain undispersed and continue to exhibit enhanced Prp38 localization on chromatin in contrast to wild-type dispersed NC nuclei (arrow).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0079048.g006

Figure 7. Transgenic overexpression of Pea is silenced in pea-null NC nuclei. (A-A') Ovariole that shows the expression of GFP-tagged Pea in the nuclei and the cytoplasm of the nurse cells. (B-B') Stage-4 control NC nuclei (hRFP, arrow) expresses PeaGFP strongly. Adjacent pea<sup>−/−</sup> whole germ-line clone (no hRFP) arrests at an earlier stages and does not express PeaGFP.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0079048.g007
configuration in eIF4AIII LOF later-stage egg chambers therefore could be a result of defective mRNA export and/or splicing of factors that promote NCCD.

Loss of two different spliceosomal components, Prp19 and U2A, through RNAi knockdown creates distinct NC chromatin defects that differ from the canonical 5-blob phenotype. Prp19 is a putative scaffolding protein for the Nineteen Complex; although it is not found to be a specific component of the spliceosome, it is required for both steps of intron removal in the lariat pathway through spliceosomal conformational changes [47,48]. After stage 6, the NC nuclei retain some semi-blob characteristics, but change into the ‘bowl’ phenotype from stage 9 onwards, in which the nucleolus does not disperse, but remains clustered in an interchromatin space (reminiscent of smnA073 Stage-10 germ-line clones [49]; Fig. S6C-C’), correlating defects in spliceosomal activation with NC chromatin-morphology defects. U2A is a specific component of the U2 snRNP that is essential for viability in Drosophila [50]; here, knockdown of U2A creates NC nuclei with a disordered morphology that is distinct from the 5-blob phenotype (Fig. S6D-D’). The U2 snRNP is needed for recruitment to facilitate assembly of the U4, U5, and U6 snRNPs on the RNA prior to spliceosomal catalysis [50]; however, with the presence of multiple other proteins and RNAs in the U2 snRNP, it is possible that knockdown of U2A may only impair U2 snRNP efficiency, allowing only partial NCCD to occur. RNAi knockdown of the U1-snRNP component snRNP-U1-70K with the matut-GAL4 driver produces later-stage egg chambers with multiple defects (arrest, apoptosis); NC nuclei in rare stage-9 snRNP-U1-70K RNAi egg chambers fail to disperse, and remain in the 5-blob configuration (Fig. S6E-E’). The snRNP-U1-70K protein is reported to recruit the U1 snRNP to the 5’-splice donor site of mRNA through protein interactions with other splicing factors, and is required for the initiation of ordered spliceosome assembly on pre-mRNA [51]. Similarly, the observation of modest 5-blob defects in later-stage egg chambers of the non-coding U1-snRNP RNA component snRNA-U1:82EGBK00155 (Fig. S6F-F’) suggests that the U1-snRNP is essential for canonical NCCD during stages 4–6.

Discussion

The spliceosome is an essential complex in all eukaryotic cells and is required for constitutive and alternative splicing of intron-containing mRNA to produce mature mRNAs for translation into proteins. Extensive genome-wide studies in yeast and human cells demonstrate that, in addition to general defects in splicing, different U1-snRNP complexes can affect the splicing of transcripts in distinct ways through participation in additional processes, including alternative splicing and repression of premature cleavage by polyadenylation (PCPA) of pre-mRNAs [52]. In Drosophila, spliceosome studies in the past have mostly focused on RNAi knockdown of genes and their effects on splicing and/or the role of the spliceosome in controlling Splicing in the sex determination pathways [53,54]. There has been less emphasis on the developmental consequences of spliceosome defects in the fly beyond sex determination. A previous study using RNAi knockdown in S2 cells identified spliceosomal and non-spliceosomal proteins implicated in alternative splicing of the adar, paralytic, and dscam transcripts (expressed in S2 and neuronal cells, all three genes required for proper neural function and development [55]). In imaginal wing discs, RNAi knockdown of spliceosomal components promotes G2/M cell-cycle arrest and apoptosis, as seen in the reduction of the number of mitotically-active cells assayed through phospho-histone 3 (PH3) staining [55]; another RNAi-knockdown study correlate spliceosomal loss-of-function with shortened spindle defects in the mitotic chromosome [56]. In Drosophila oogenesis, examination of defects in the alternative splicing gene ph/f60 connected NCCD failure to a defect in the alternative splicing of the otu gene, which is required for germ-line chromatin organization [17]. In addition, defects in the U2-snRNP component nosite produce a range of oogenic defects depending on the severity of the allele, including novel abnormal condensation of NC nuclei, delayed development, sensory bristle growth, and fertility [57]. Mutations in SMN also produce NCCD defects in the female germ line, which also suggest that impaired snRNP assembly may be a factor in the NCCD phenotype; the RNA-helicase Geminin 3 also co-localizes with SMN and retains NCCD failure in the mutant germ line as well [58,59]. Therefore, defects in spliceosome integrity/dynamics can have dramatic effects on multiple aspects of development.

In yeast, Prp22p has been implicated in splicing fidelity through a proofreading function during exon ligation, and release of the U5 snRNP from spliced mRNA [23,25–27,60]. The Drosophila homolog of Prp22p, pea, was originally identified in a P-element screen for genes that affect male spermatogenesis [35]. Since then, general studies of the spliceosome have also implicated pea in G2/M cell-cycle regulation [38] and alternative splicing of the dscam transcript [55]. Here, we show that pea function is required for various processes in the germ line. Clonal induction of the pea0 by null mutation in whole germ-line clones invariably causes an early-stage arrest of egg chambers, suggesting that expression of early oogenesis genes has been compromised, although the NC nuclei are polytenic and the nucleolus appears to be intact (this is further supported by our inability to overexpress transgenic PeaGFP in germelines devoid of all pea function). Mosaic germ-line clones allow development of the egg chamber to later stages of oogenesis; however, the mutant nurse cells fail to disperse their chromatin, resulting in a 5-blob phenotype by stage 6, which can often progress to novel morphologies in later stages. RNAi knockdown of pea in the germ line with a nanos-GAL4 driver results in small ovaries (due to expression in germaria; data not shown); however, the matut-GAL4 drivers also allow development of egg chambers up to stage 8 with NC 5-blob defects. From these results, it is clear that pea expression is crucial in germ-line stem cells for germ-cell formation, whereas loss of pea expression either outside of the germarium or in mosaic germ-line clones (where mitotic recombination is induced in a differentiating germ cell) results in 5-blob dispersal failure in mid-oogenic egg chambers. The stage-dependent differences in pea LOF phenotypes likely reflect defects in splicing of factors expressed at distinct times in the germ line, as oogenesis progresses from an undifferentiated state to a committed nurse-cell fate.

Spliceosomal localization in wild-type vs pea-null NC nuclei (as assayed with Prp38 antibody) is significantly altered in that during stage 5 of Drosophila oogenesis localization of Prp38 antibody is seen in interchromatin spaces, and occasionally appears to localize on a portion of NC chromosomal arms. In wild-type egg chambers, this enrichment of Prp38 is seen in interchromatin spaces in polytenic and transiently-condensed NC nuclei. The persistent altered localization seen in pea-null NC nuclei during stages 6–7 of Drosophila oogenesis suggests that the spliceosome is unable to disperse from the chromatin/interchromatin spaces, which suggests a loss of spliceosomal reassembly/disassembly at these sites. The observation that the Prp43p helicase is predominantly localized to the nucleolus in yeast cells is intriguing since Prp43p is also closely associated with Prp22p and is required for removal of the intron lariat from the spliced mRNA [61–63]. Prp43p is also required for ribosome biogenesis, the processing of
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pre-rRNA to mature rRNA [61–65], which suggests that NCCD could be a result in defects in pre-rRNA splicing. However, examination of suppression of hairy-wing ([Su(H)w]) mutations that fail to disperse NC nuclei did not find any evidence of defects in ribosome biogenesis via mis-processing of rRNA intermediates [16]. A subset of ribosomal proteins has also been shown to interact with Histone 1 (H1) in the nucleus to influence chromatin repression through modulation of the nucleosomes, suggesting that ribosome-independent functions of specific ribosomal proteins could also contribute to NCCD failure [61]. It is currently unknown if the inability to re-localize the spliceosome may be the cause of NCCD failure or a consequence along with failure to disperse the nucleolus and NC chromatin. Further examination of spliceosomal localization in other 5-blob mutants would determine whether altered spliceosomal localization is a general feature of dispersal failure or specific to loss of spliceosome integrity.

Strangely, pea-null nurse cells in mosaic germ-line clones do survive for at least a few stages of oogenesis. Since pea is implicated in alternative splicing, a defect in the splicing of ato isoforms could account for the NC 5-blob defects. However, given the prominent role that pea homologs play in unwinding the spliceosome from spliced mRNA and exon ligation, it is surprising that NC nuclei are able to progress. Impairment of pea expression through RNAi outside of the germarium clearly shows that pea and spliceosome function are required in differentiated egg chambers for progression to later stages of oogenesis and NCCD. Given that high levels of spliceosome activity are evident in germ-line and follicle-cell nuclei at all stages of oogenesis [38,57], it is surprising that knockdown of some spliceosomal proteins retains chromatin defects that are distinct from uncondensed (polytene) and partially-condensed (5-blob) chromatin in NC nuclei after stage 6 [as seen in mid-stage nei mutant egg chambers [57]]. Since there is emerging evidence that establishment and maintenance of chromosomal territories is needed for proper spatiotemporal gene expression [66,67], some spliceosomal proteins have the capacity to influence chromosome territory formation in NC nuclei of mid-oogenic egg chambers either through defective splicing of genes that are active prior to NCCD or spliceosome-independent roles. Therefore, chromosome territory formation may precede a shift in gene expression in NC nuclei, and splicing defects are correlated with defects in gene expression through aberrant organization of higher-order chromatin organization. While the conditions and significance of NCCD are still unknown, the altered localization of the spliceosome in pea mutant nurse cells could potentially provide an explanation for chromatin dispersal failure through loss of splicing of key dispersal factors. In regard to human health, spliceosome defects have been implicated in many diseases, including the neurodegenerative disorder spinal muscular atrophy (mutations in SMN) [68,69], and retinitis pigmentosa [70], a genetic disease in which progressive deterioration of the retina results in blindness. Future detailed studies of spliceosomal function and dynamics in NCCD may aid us in understanding how splicing affects chromatin dynamics and gene expression, and may uncover novel therapeutic targets for gene therapy to reverse the effects of splicing defects on human health.

Supporting Information

Figure S1 NCCD failure does not affect oocyte polarization. (A) Stage-9 wild-type egg chamber with correct Staufen localization at the posterior of the oocyte. (B) Stage-9 ato+/- egg chambers with NCCD failure and wild-type Staufen localization. (C) Stage-9 wild-type egg chamber with wild-type Gurken localization at the dorsoventral corner of the oocyte. (D) NCCD failure in stage-9 ato+/+ egg chambers does not affect the normal pattern of Gurken expression. (E) Rescue of the 5-blob defect of ato+/+ with the ato-1/hf transgene independent of dorsoventral oocyte polarization as seen by normal Gurken localization.

Figure S2 pea09 egg chambers with mosaic germ-line clones progress further in oogenesis and the clones fail to disperse the NC chromatin; staining with NSL3/Rcd1 antibody reveals that Rcd1 expression is not affected by the deletion in the pea09 allele. (A-A') In wild-type ovarioles, Rcd1/NSL3 expression is detected in all germ-cell and follicle-cell nuclei. (B-B') In a stage-6 egg chamber, wild-type NC nuclei (marked by hRFP, arrow) are dispersed while pea-null NC nuclei (no hRFP; arrowhead) fail to disperse. In both cases, Rcd1/NSL3 expression is unaffected.

Figure S3 Late-stage pea09/- NC nuclei exhibit distinct chromatin morphologies. (A) Stage-10 egg chamber germ-line mosaic clone in which a smaller pea-null NC nucleus (no histone-RFP) fails to disperse in contrast to wild-type NC nuclei (histone-RFP). (A') A higher focal plane reveals more pea-null NC nuclei with multiple chromatin configurations distinct from the 5-blob phenotype.

Figure S4 Expression of germ-line GAL4 drivers. (A-A') The nanos-GAL4 driver is active in the germarium, mainly in germ-line stem cells and 16-cell cysts; the extended expression of Act5C-GFP into very young egg chambers is presumably from the stability of the GFP protein. (B-B') Expression of UASp-Act5C.T-GFP by the mutab-GAL4 driver is not detected in the germarium; activation is first detected in budding egg chambers.

Figure S5 Prp38 is ubiquitous in all nuclei in the Drosophila egg chamber. (A-A') Prp38 (active spliceosome marker) is expressed homogenously in all germ-cell and follicle-cell nuclei except for transient embellishment in interchromatin space in transiently-condensed NC nuclei (inlay in A' show homogenous Prp38 staining with arrow, and transient embellishment of Prp38 with arrowhead).

Figure S6 RNAi knockdown of spliceosomal components outside of the germarium produces canonical and novel phenotypes in NC nuclei. (A-A') Loss of the Smc core protein SmD3 results in arrest at stage 4-5 before degeneration (marked by arrows). (B-B') Reduction of the exon-exon junction complex component elf4AIII in later-stage egg chambers correlates with 5-blob dispersal failure. (C-C') A novel ‘bowl’ phenotype is seen in stage-9 and stage-10 Prp9-deficient egg chambers. (D-D') Impairment of the U2-snRNP component U2A produces a semi-random granular phenotype distinct from the canonical 5-blob configuration. (E-F') Loss of snRNP-U1-70K expression in stage-9 egg chambers produce NC nuclei with the classic NCCD phenotype. (F-F') Egg chambers with reduced U1-snRNA levels also exhibit 5-blob-like defects in NC chromatin nuclei.
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